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THE MUSIC

 ... We’re voices inside voices all to be listened to,  
we’re stories inside stories all to be understood, we’re lives  

inside lives all to be saved. – (A. Patron, 1990)

The carrying out of a musical philosophical thought and the consequent sharing with 
the listeners of the several musical theories, was an interesting activity of the ancient 
Greek times along the flourish of its main civilization. Well known were the modal build-
ings of the big philosophers (Pythagoras, Aristotle or Plato, just to mention the bigger) 
justifying their types of universe or heavenly explications, or more, their knowledge on 
geometric proportions. Minding what we have upon mentioned, is certainly unusual to 
experience the listening of harmonic systems built on gnoseological, ethical or moral 
basis: this seems quite the music would kept for ages an aristocratic detachment from 
that techniques through which one can reaches the various types of consciousness 
and knowledge.
 It was only the short century ended which has shown a wide interest in the acous-
tical education, in the transmission of the music consciousness to the people. Several 
musicians and composers have recently dressed their productions with new oriental 
thought (i.e. Cage), esoteric serial systems (from Schönberg to Boulez), fervent politi-
cized rushes (i.e. Nono). In this way, from a chronological endowed position, we come to 
the composer Alberto Patron (also known as Albert Patron due to his university teaching 
activities in USA), who is the founder of the contemporary music trend called Aporetic 
Music (or Aporetic Philosophy). The name of this composing trend can be understood 
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expression of a mere “learned” music, rational creation that is called Soac (backward 
reading of the word Caos/Chaos) or Cosmos (unknowable too). The range where the 
human artistical thought works, covers all the nuances from a mere instinctual alea to 
a hard-structured stiff organization.
 The Aporetic way opts for an intermediate position fleeing as the dodecaphonic 
types of the Schönberg’s Erwartung and the other following works, as the deep indefi-
nite Cage’s alea of Imaginary Landscapes and others. The Patron’s sound model not 
only moves from the fundamental idea of Wu Dao-Gong and his hexagram musical sys-
tem, in accordance with the ancient Yin and Yang principles, but really gives a freedom 
sense to the performer, thanks to special visual open-mind scores.
 The performer therefore becomes an extension of the composer, and the audience 
an extension of the performer, and as this is a circle it moves backward from audience 
to performer and back to the composer too. The Patron’s alea, does not flees the tonal-
ity, as happened in the past, but chooses to hug the big Tradition gist’s, within the Ten 
Aporetic Tropes as well in other works, but minded as a staircase to the beyond.
 The starting point of the Aporetic message is, by the way, the Enesidémus’ one, a 
really forerunner of modern times: there are, in fact, several tight musical correlations 
between the Tropes and the Modes (or Tropes) of Enesidémus, each one reflects the 
same interchangeable thing: language, music, modes. Patron was the first world- 
wide to transmit this philosophy into a musical context, the first who heavy introduced  
philosophical principles in the music field, the contemporary music, particularly the 
skeptical one.
 The Ten Aporetic Tropes are the programmatic tables of this new composing style, 
they meld together the past classical and romantic age along with ethnical elements, 
the Yin (the negative element, the so called Soac or Cosmos) and Yang (the positive 
element, the Chaos) Principles and, of course, the Enesidémus’ philosophy. Composing 
the Tropes lasted two years, from 1989 to 1991.

with an etymologic translation of the adjective “aporetic,” which comes from the ancient 
Greek verb “aporéo.”
 “Aporéo” literally means: “one who is in a state of difficulty that comes from being 
in a situation where there is not an unique answer.” This may be due to two opposite 
solutions where the truth or the correct path to be chosen, cannot be realized, so that 
the only act will be a suspension of judgement. The Roman Cicero stated this in the 
Latin language as: assentionis retention, i.e. just forgoing of judgment.
 This music composing and performing philosophy has deep roots in the writings  
of ancient Greek philosophies as well as in the previous Yin and Yang theories. 
Particularly, Patron has based the Aporetic thought on the works of Enesidémus 
of Cnòssus (c.100 B.C. – c.40 B.C.). Enesidémus of Cnòssus was a disciple of the 
well-known Pyrrho of Elis. The Ten Pyrrhonian Speeches (or Tropes) of Enesidémus 
are in their gist the first raw theorization of the Aporetic thought, as they affirm the 
impossibility to reach the Universal Absolute known of the Reality as well as of the 
connections among its several ways out, owing to the Absolute Relativity of our 
sense-based judgments.
 As humans, we are at the middle stop between the two Absolute Principles: the 
Natural and the Rational one, and, of course, unable by our own to reach the ineffable 
Truth (the ground wave), so we have not to apply spontaneously but judgment forgoing  
(suspension). As said by Patron “The Aporetic thought, […] realizes the solution of 
this previously mentioned state in that generational Chaos which regresses Ratio to 
Instinct.” The big Doubt, which is made by the two monumental lines-up infinitely out-
stripped, the two sounds archetypes at which the human art bend over, sees at one side 
the Absolute Natural Music, the highest type of expression, generational energy, that 
is called Chaos (unknowable), and at the opposite side the Absolute Rational Music, 
based on the absolute structuration of the sound material, negative anti-music, just 
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 The right way, after all, is the instinctual one, approaching the Chaos, the Natural 
Music. The gist of the Aporetic thought certainly follows a constructive scheme, not the 
destructive one of Cage. Last but not least, for the Aporetic thought, is the audience. 
This is not intended as for populist aims. Patron really feels that the presence of the 
element of thought called “audience consideration” or love for an audience is a key 
factor. He also believes that when the audience is aware that their desires and musi-
cal well-being are taken into account, they enjoy the music. When one is bombarded 
with sounds and visual stimulants, which are intended as selfish ventures for the sole 
satisfaction of the composer or creator (Schönberg), this creates an environment that 
audiences may dislike.
 In the Aporetic thought, the composer is the shopkeeper in “the shop of the wish-
es.” If the shop sells only what the owner wants, the shopkeeper will lose his clients. This 
does not mean one has to sell only what the clients order, but one must (also) sell what 
the clients need. Symptomatic of this is the warm interpretation of the violinist Valentino 
Dentesani in the first, second and eighth Tropes, as well as the complex rhythmical 
effects of the cellist Chiara Urli. The Ten Tropes were composed for piano solo, but the 
special trio version here available, lets the strings to exploit all the romantic cunning, the 
ethnical rhythms and phrasing, even Balkanise and Greek. The fast-rhythmic changes, 
the complex cadenzas, the syncopation and multiple accents have been treated with 
skilled freshness by the two strings, even in the most difficult pizzicatos effects and 
harmonics.
 The five ensemble Tropes win for the outstanding sound, color, and atmospheres, 
the interpretation, the feeling. The four remaining Tropes (the sixth wasn’t recorded as 
it contains a musical secret) and the other pieces (“Far away” and “Rain of March” from 
Les Moment Musicaux of Patron) show all the deep sensitiveness of Lucius Weathersby, 
which often overcome even the best piano performer. The detailed Weathersby touch 

 He also creates a maieutical staircase, as one can see in the Ten Tropes, to gradu-
ally approach the Aporetic thought, without complications. Dr. Patron states, “When 
you come out from a dark room, even a faint light seems to be heavy as the sun.” This 
idea (the Aporetic one) is so innovative that at first sight, it seems to be hard to feel or 
understand, but as one approaches it, this idea becomes a clear and natural progres-
sion. The tenth Trope uses the Wu Dao-Gong musical system, which is based on the 
Ba-Gua principles, i.e. the system with 64 exagramms in the philosophical Yi Jing, built 
on the combination of the eight fundamental trigramms. This type of structure contains 
the Yin principle (negative essence) and the Yang principle (positive essence), the 
Tropes end here but not the staircase, other Patron’s compositions show higher levels 
of controlled alea and freedom, as Pillars, where the audience take active part to the 
creation of the music score as well as to the circle Composer-Performer-Audience-
Performer-Composer, with endless music solutions.
 Back to this recording: the performing and listening effect of the tenth Trope here 
is (and give) a really huge sense of freedom, makes one able to identify each of the two 
fundamental principles; in this performance Weathersby has chosen to show just one 
of the several available sound possibilities of these pieces, the trio arrangement is one 
version, as all the Patron’s score can be performed on any instrument or ensemble, and 
more (in other higher awareness level scores), the entire notation is to be considered 
freely chooseable (controlled opened alea). Really this is a new draw of the alea, closest 
to the thought of Pousser than to the Cage’s one. This is also a reaction to the serialism 
of Schönberg, as well as to the Webern’s idea and to the first Boulez. This is way the 
Patron’s music and Philosophy was and is studied round the world, subject of Ph.D., 
thesis, etc. (we just remember the memorable presentation at the II World Conference 
of Art & Humanities at Honolulu in 2004, Hawaii, USA).
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chapters of the American Guild of Organists. His discography includes two recordings 
on Albany Records: Spiritual Fantasy Organ Works by African and African-American 
Composers and a CD of African and African-American composers for piano and flute. 
As a composer, Weathersby showed versatility in his works for organ and brass with 
numerous performances of his compositions.

Cellist Chiara Urli (b. 1974) received her Diploma “magna cum 
laude” at the Conservatory F. Venezze of Rovigo. She studied 
with Mario Brunello at the Foundation “Romanini” of Brescia 
and with many distinguished teachers, including baroque cello 
with W.E. Vestidello. She has an active career as an ensemble 
player as well as having performed with the Orchestra of the 
Verdi Theatre of Trieste, the Philharmonic Orchestra of Padua, 

the Philharmonic Orchetra of Verona, the Orchestra of the Theatre of Lucca, and the 
Orchestra of Brescia, among many others. 

Violinist Valentino Dentesani (b. 1975) received his diploma 
from the Conservatory J. Tomadini of Udine, where he studied 
with Uto Ughi and took masterclasses with Dean Bogdanovich 
and A. Dubach. He has performed concerts in Italy and abroad 
and is a member of several ensembles, the Orchestra of Venice, 
and the Giuseppe Verdi Theatre of Trieste.

on the marvellous 308 cm Fazioli grand piano, at the border with the great Afro-
American tradition, unites all the pieces from every historical event, letting down an 
already stateless score to an extra European context. The scent of jazz we breath, thriftily 
scattered by the pianist, skims along each soul, at least able to simply astonish without 
that known experimental disliked effects for the effects. —Daniele Bergesio, critic

THE PERFORMERS

Organist and composer Dr. Lucius R. Weathersby (1986-2006) 
was a visiting artist at Amherst College and assistant professor 
of music and African world studies at Dillard University. He per-
formed in Europe, Central America, and throughout the United 
States. In addition to teaching and performing, Weathersby 
served as music director at churches in Massachusetts, 
Louisiana, Iowa and Arizona. As director of music at the Church 

of the Beatitudes in Phoenix, Arizona, he founded a distinguished concert series. As 
a conductor, Weathersby led numerous orchestral and vocal ensembles. In 1993, he 
was a guest conductor at the International Dvorak Festival. He also led the West Union 
Madrigal Singers in Dvorak’s Mass in D. In 1997, he was appointed assistant to Maestro 
Herriman and the San Marcos Symphony. Educated at Dillard, where he received a 
B.A. degree in German and music in 1989, the University of Northern Iowa, the New 
Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary and the Union Institute in Cincinnati, Weathersby 
lectured on such topics as Afro-American music, keyboard techniques and the music 
of the Baroque at Cambridge University, Yale University, the University of London and 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Under the main suggestions of the composer, we realized the most natural recording 
available. Using the best set of AKG microphones, we were able to achieve the real 
feeling of the music, as far as keeping all the beautiful smallest natural noises of the 
instruments. We used an “heart type” recording ratio field for the ensemble scores and 
an “A+B” ratio for the soloist pieces, with a natural feeling building of the pianist audio 
aspect field.

Natural sound recording 24 bit
Microphones AKG Top Class
MasterDAT Fostex Top Class
Pro-Linking and amplifiers PROEL
Project, mastering and editing 24 bit 
(DDD): Italy

Piano FAZIOLI, black, F308 Grand,  
308 cm

Tuning, and FAZIOLI’s authorized fixing: 
Mr. Claudio Valent

Recording location: Auditorium Zanussi 
– Pordenone (Italy), May 21-22, 2002 - 
Temperature 28 °C, pressure 1020 mb
 
This recording was realized under the 
supervision of the composer: A. Patron

Sponsored by
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  Alberto Patron (b. 1969)
  The Ten Aporetic Tropes, Op. P.1
 1 Aporetic Trope No. 1 (E minor) [2:46]
  “Based on the variety in animals”

 2 Aporetic Trope No. 2 (G minor) [4:14]
  “Based on the differences in human beings”

 3 Aporetic Trope No. 3 (D-flat Major) [2:27]
   “Based on the different structures  

of the organs of sense”

 4 Aporetic Trope No. 4 (C Major) [5:08]
  “Based on the circumstantial conditions”

 5 Aporetic Trope No. 5 (D minor) [4:51]
   “Based on positions and intervals and 

locations”

   [The Aporectic Trope No. 6 was  
not recorded as it contains a musical secret]

 6 Aporetic Trope No. 7 (B-flat minor) [7:20]
   “Based on the quantities and formations  

of the underlying objects”

 

 7 Aporetic Trope No. 8 (without tonal center) [9:16]
  “Based on the fact of relativity”

 8 Aporetic Trope No. 9 (without tonal center) [6:18] 
  “Based on the frequency or rarity of occurrence”

 9 Aporetic Trope No. 10 (without tonal center) [2:09]
  “Based on the disciplines and customs and laws”
  Lucius R. Weathersby, piano 
   Chiara Urli, cello  

Valentino Dentesani, violin (tracks 1, 2, 3, 5, 7)

  from Les Moments Musicaux
 10 The Rains of March, Op. P.139 [2:50]

 11 Far Away (Poeme), Op. P.138 [3:28]
  Lucius R. Weathersby, piano

  Total Time = 50:53
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